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Abstract: Intrauterine and early life has been accepted as important susceptibility windows for environmental exposure and disease later in life. Emerging evidence suggests that exposure before conception may also influence health in future generations. There has been little research on human data to support this until now. This review gives evidence from epigenetic as well as immunologic research, and from animal as well as human models, supporting the hypothesis that there may be important susceptibility windows before conception in relation to exposure such as obesity, diet, smoking and infections. It is likely that we can identify vulnerability windows in men and women in which interventions may have an impact on several generations in addition to individual health. Establishing vulnerability windows affecting health over future generations, and not only in the now or the near future of the individual, may provide tremendous opportunities for health policy and practice.
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1. Introduction

Planetary health, formally defined by the in vivo Planetary Health network, as the interdependent vitality of all natural and anthropogenic ecosystems (social, political and otherwise), is inseparably connected to human health [1]. According to WHO [2], 68% of deaths worldwide in 2012 were caused by chronic, non-communicable diseases (NCDs) such as chronic respiratory diseases, cardiovascular diseases, cancers and diabetes. NCDs are the result of a combination of genetic,
physiological, environmental and behavioral factors and one of the major health and development challenges of the 21st century. It is necessary to reduce the global burden of NCDs to obtain a sustainable development [2]. As the global burden of disease shifted from infectious toward chronic, non-communicable diseases (NCDs), a greater need to understand the interplay between environment and planetary ecosystems has emerged [3]. Health is often viewed as a personal responsibility and when it comes to NCDs several of them have strong linkage to human lifestyle behavior and might contribute to stigmatization of certain individuals and groups. However, it is problematic to implement systems that hold individuals responsible for their own health, since diseases and disabilities results from a complex interplay of genetic and environmental factors [4].

There is an increasing understanding on how environmental exposure might have an impact on transmission of disease across generations. Epigenetics are presented as a mechanistic base to explain how exposure in one generation can effect multiple generations. Asthma and allergies are caused by complex interactions between environmental triggers and individual predisposition, and have increased globally during the last decades. Asthma and allergies cause a significant burden of disease from early childhood and throughout the lifespan. Despite decades of research, there are no proven strategies for prevention and a new scientific approach is urgently needed. Asthma and allergies provides us with a showcase to study environmental impact across generations.

1.1. Susceptibility Windows for Environmental Exposures, Policy Meets Biology

In the 1970s Forsdahl [5] found that poor living conditions in childhood and adolescence in Norway in the early 19th century could be an important risk factor for heart disease later in life. In the 1980s Barker and colleagues introduced the fetal origins hypothesis [6]. The Forsdahl/Barker Developmental Origins of Health and Disease (DOHaD) hypothesis evolved from epidemiological studies of infant and adult mortality. It is now well documented that intrauterine and early life are important susceptibility windows for environmental impact on health and disease later in life. This concept has had an enormous impact on health policy and healthcare programs for mother- and childcare. However, emerging evidence suggests that environment even before conception may influence health and disease (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Maternal and paternal lifeline and possible influence on offspring asthma and allergies.

Furthermore, recent studies suggest that not only mothers’ but also fathers’ health behavior and environment may be of importance for the health of future generations [7–9]. With regard to the maternal line, there is a growing awareness of the effects of maternal factors in the programming of offspring immunity [10]. Epidemiological and experimental evidence suggests that maternal immune transfer via nursing can provide offspring with long lasting disease-specific protection [11,12].
With regard to the paternal line, it appears that different environmental factors such as smoking and overweight may cause genetic and epigenetic changes in sperm that are transmissible to offspring \[7,13–20\]. There are several indications that parental exposure before conception might influence disease risk in offspring differentially through the maternal and paternal lines \[7\].

The traditional paradigm of dosage—that the dose of exposure determines health effects—is being challenged by a paradigm of timing, i.e., an exposure of little importance in adulthood could have devastating effects if occurring at more susceptible time windows, as in adolescence or in utero. Results from animal research suggest particularly vulnerable susceptibility time-windows in utero, just before puberty, and at each reproductive cycle \[7\] with regard to future offspring health. There has been little research on human data to support this until now, and the limited research in this field has so far mainly focused on cigarette smoke \[21–23\]. Adolescence is a time window that is relatively under-researched, and an age window that is given limited priority in health policies. A recent publication by Marcon et al., based on over 100,000 persons participating in European cohorts, showed that smoking is on the rise in Europe among boys and girls aged 15 years or younger, despite the reduction observed among older subjects \[24\]. This worrying fact highlights the failure—or the lack of priority—to reach this age group. Establishing vulnerability windows affecting health over future generations, and not only in the now or the near future of the individual, may have major consequences for health policy and practice.

1.2. Approaches to Studying Environmental Impact across Generations

In the following, we will present (i) Potential epigenetic mechanisms for transfer of environmental effects across generations, (ii) Multi-generational animal models, (iii) How maternal infection provide a long lasting footprint on offspring immunity and (iv) Evidence for transmission across generations in asthma and allergic disease in humans.

2. Epigenetic Research: Building Maps for Predicting and Preventing Disease

The term “epigenetics” has now been applied quite widely in biology to describe a range of biological processes and phenomenon. This includes molecular mechanisms such as DNA methylation and histone modification that control DNA packaging within the nucleus. Epigenetic processes such as these are critical to developmental processes and cellular differentiation, and allow cells to have a memory of ‘state’. For example, a respiratory epithelial cell ‘knows’ it is a lung cell, even when taken out of the lung and cultured over multiple passages in the laboratory. In the reverse of this, fully differentiated cells can be induced to become pluripotent and capable of differentiating into multiple cells types through removal of epigenetic marks \[25\].

Epigenetics is also used to explain the phenomenon of complex patterns of inheritance such as parent of origin effects and intergenerational inheritance. As a consequence of the fact that in mammals oocytes develop early in the female fetus, environmental exposures may have direct effects on the phenotype of one or two generations (intergenerational inheritance, Figure 2). Finally, epigenetics is used to refer to complex patterns of inheritance that cannot be explained by changes to the primary DNA sequence and that are passed via the germline over >2 generations. Such “transgenerational epigenetics” (Figure 2) is (relatively) common in plants \[26\], and rare in mammals \[27\].
Figure 2. Principles of intergenerational and transgenerational epigenetic inheritance. (A) If a pregnant woman (F0) is exposed to an environmental stressor, her son or daughter (F1; green), and his or her germ cells that will form the F2 generation (yellow) are also directly exposed, and this might result in intergenerational effects. The third generation (F3; blue) is the first generation that could represent transgenerational epigenetic inheritance. (B) If a man or a woman (F0) and their germ cells to the F1 generation (yellow) are directly exposed to an environmental stressor, the F2 offspring (blue) is the first generation that could represent transgenerational epigenetic inheritance. (Figure reproduced from [28] under the terms of Creative Commons Attribution License (CC BY) https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

What Are the Mechanisms of Inter and Transgenerational Inheritance?

The mechanisms underlying true transgenerational inheritance in mammals, if indeed they truly occur, are still far from clear. There are two rounds of extensive epigenetic reprogramming in meiosis, in the formation of germ cells and shortly after fertilization [27,29]. The germ cells are believed to be more susceptible to environmental influences during these reprogramming phases. It is hypothesized that transmission of information occurs through epigenetic variation in sperm, oocytes, or both sets of gametes. Several biological mechanisms may transmit epigenetic information from one generation to the next, such as DNA methylation, histone modification, or changes in non-coding RNA (ncRNA) [9,27,29,30].

Due to its stability in stored DNA samples and comparative ease of measurement, DNA methylation has been the most studied epigenetic mechanism in human studies of inter- and transgenerational effects. DNA methylation is the process of covalent addition of a methyl group at the 5-carbon of the cytosine ring resulting in 5-methylcytosine (5-mC) groove of DNA and inhibit transcription. In human DNA, you find 5-methylcytosine in approximately 1.5% of genomic DNA and in somatic cells occurs almost exclusively in the context of paired symmetrical methylation
of a 5′-CpG-3′ site, in which a cytosine nucleotide is located adjacent to a guanidine nucleotide. DNA methylation, through interaction with DNA methyl binding proteins, can regulate gene expression. However, as noted above, DNA methylation undergoes two rounds of erasure, in the formation of gametes and shortly after fertilization, and it is unclear whether, or how, memory of CpG site methylation maintains through meiosis. Despite this caveat, there is some evidence that DNA methylation may account for transgenerational effects, possibly through escape of methylation from erasure. For example, differentially methylated regions (DMRs) have been identified in the sperm and male primordial germ cells of the F3 generation of paternal line descendants of rats exposed to the endocrine disruptor vinclozolin [31,32]. In Agouti mice, methyl donor supplementation during pregnancy altered the trajectory of obesity across generations due to altered expression of the agouti gene resulting from changes in DNA methylation in the offspring [33].

A second mechanism that is potential route for transgenerational inheritance is histone modification. The invertebrate model organism, C. Elegans, whose genome lacks detectable 5-mC and does not encode a conventional DNA methyl transferase, can impart heritable epigenetic changes, generated from histone modification, to subsequent generations [34].

Thirdly, another possible mechanism for conveying epigenetic information between generations is non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs), such as microRNA (miRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA), and piwi-interacting RNA (piRNA), which can potentially act as mediators of environmentally induced transgenerational inheritance. These ncRNAs show enhancer-like function and can control chromatin structure. For example, Gapp et al. demonstrated that traumatic stress in early life altered expression of mouse sperm miRNA, and behavioral and metabolic responses in the progeny. The phenotype of the progeny could recapitulate by injection of sperm miRNAs into fertilized oocytes [35]. In humans, exposures as diverse as early life stress (including members of the same sperm miRNA family also reduced in mice exposed to traumatic stress) [36], smoking [18], and endurance training [37] have shown to alter sperm miRNA expression. However, a role for this in epigenetic mediated transgenerational exposure remains to be established.


Animal models are crucial for the study of multi-generational epigenetic mechanisms, and rodents play an indispensable role in this field. In this case, rodents are proved to be useful due to their early sexual maturity (7 weeks), fast reproduction rate so that several generations can be studied, and finally the accessibility to their pre- and early postnatal stages of development [38,39]. This all provides an important experimental window for the evaluation of epigenetic outcomes [38,39]. In addition to this, animal models can provide insights into molecular mechanisms contributing to multigenerational transmission.

Two well-known mouse models that are widely used for epigenetic studies are; yellow agouti and axin1-fused. The yellow agouti mouse model is widely used to study environmental and nutritional factors affecting the epigenome of the fetus, where the variation of the coat color and obesity propensity of these mice is dependent on the DNA methylation at histone modification status of the agouti promoter [38,40,41]. In case of the axin1-fused mouse models, differences in DNA methylation are correlated with the presence or absence of its characteristic feature, a kinked tail [38,42,43], and this phenotype can be inherited transgenerational [44].

Interestingly, transgenerational transmission through epigenetic factors has been documented in various studies, for example, a study by Ng and colleagues [45] has shown that female offspring of male rats fed a high-fat diet have complications in regulating insulin levels and tend to gain more weight in comparison to female offspring of male rats fed a regular diet [45]. This implies an intergenerational epigenetic transmission of impaired glucose-homeostasis (modified metabolic phenotype) from fathers to female offspring. Furthermore, a recent study demonstrated that an exposure of a maternal grandfather to a high-fat diet, not only disrupted the metabolic phenotype of the mother but also of a grandson pointing to the epigenetic transmission through the founding male
germ cells [46]. This disruption of metabolic phenotype is one of several experiences a father can pass to the offspring. In another example, in utero exposure to maternal smoking has been demonstrated to induce transgenerational transmission of asthma phenotype to F3 rat offspring [47] and lead to lung function deficits in the F1 mouse generation [48]. Some other examples include the exposure to stress which is a risk factor for transgenerational transmission of depression; increased stress susceptibility and development of emotional and behavioral disorders in offspring generated from male mouse pups (F0) subjected to unpredictable postnatal separation from the mother [49]. Interestingly, this depressive behavior reversed by anti-depressant treatment [49]. Other studies support the transgenerational transmission of stress vulnerability by demonstrating that adult male mice exposed to chronic social defeat stress generated male offspring (F1) with the depression- and anxiety-like abnormalities [50]. Another study showed that pre-conception exposure of male mice to Bisphenol A (BPA), diminished sperm count and quality in the subsequent F1 generation [51].

Understanding epigenetic mechanisms will shed light on various aspects of developmental and molecular biology as well as on neurodegenerative and metabolic disorders and mice provide valuable animal models to understand these transgenerational epigenetic effects.

4. Maternal Pre-Conception Environment and Long Lasting Influences on Offspring Immunity

Maternal transfer of immunity both in utero and via nursing provides critical sources of early life immune education and is extremely important for protection from many infectious and non-infectious diseases [52,53]. This maternally acquired protection from infection is typically associated with a passive transfer to offspring of maternal innate opsonins and antibodies, which provide a transient, but critical, early life protection from infection [54,55]. This protection provides high levels of effective but often temporary immunity to dangerous infections such as non-typhoidal Salmonella spp. in infants. This mode of protection is typically lost when maternally derived antibodies are degraded, but the maturing offspring immune system’s ability to generate its own effective adaptive immunity replaces it [56]. A wide body of research highlights the fundamental role early-life environment plays in determining the broad transcriptional identity of circulating lymphocytes and showing that the early-life environment has a very strong influence on T-cells [57–62].

While both nursing and in utero maternal immune inputs have traditionally been associated with transfer of maternally derived antibody [63] it has been apparent for some time that other immunogenic components of breast milk such as cytokines and non-inherited antigens are also likely to influence offspring immunity [10]. Epidemiological and experimental evidence suggests that maternal immune transfer via nursing can also provide offspring with long lasting disease-specific protection [11]. Such long lasting change to an offspring immune system resulting from an early-life effect can be termed a Predictive Adaptive Response [64]. While the focus of this review is how such effects may mediate via epigenetic influences, other mechanisms can also provide long-term influences on offspring health. For example, while maintenance of maternally transferred products via breastmilk is widely considered temporary, the indirect effects of such transferred protection, such as exposure to antigen and cytokines, could well be longer lasting [12]. However, it is not well defined how these mechanisms mediate any such long-term protection and contributions and maintenance of maternal components in offspring is incompletely understood.

Obviously, the number of potential maternal influences on offspring immunity is going to be diverse. However, key areas in this field that need to be further explored are maternal exposure to micro and macro-organisms before or during pregnancy as well as the essential and dramatic change in maternal physiology to ensure a successful pregnancy. Understanding these influences will also inform as to how other influences may affect offspring health. Maternal exposure to micro/macro-organisms, be they either pathogens or components of the micro/macro-biome, are likely to be key drivers of changing offspring immunity [65]. For example, changes in maternal microbiome due to pathogen exposure or antibiotic treatment has shown to result in significant and lasting consequences for offspring [66,67]. It has been shown that these effects do have ramifications for offspring immunity.
Furthermore, it has been shown that transient colonization of germ free mothers with E. coli alter offspring innate immune compartments [68], while oral treatment of mice during pregnancy with vancomycin leads to significant changes in offspring lymphoid cell populations [69]. It is, therefore, evident that the bacterial profile of the maternal intestine has an impact on the subsequent immune development of offspring.

Parasitic helminth infections (an important cause of infection and disease) are mostly chronic and clinically benign yet they still leave a profound immunological footprint on a host. While the effect of helminth infections on the pregnant mother is unclear, the implication for infant immunity from a maternal helminth infection is more understandable. Children whose mothers have been infected with helminths during pregnancy can exhibit populations of B and T cells responsive to helminth antigens [70–73] or B cells class switched to secrete IgE and IgG4 [74]. The potential effects of this in utero sensitization are likely to be broad and not restricted to homologous influence on subsequent infant helminth infection. For example vaccine efficacy in infants born to schistosome- or filarial-infected mothers can be impaired [75,76] as demonstrated by reduced levels of protective IgG against important pathogens such as Haemophilus influenza type B and Diphtheria [76].

Several human studies show that helminth infections associate with reduced prevalence of atopic disease, for example [77–79]. Insights from birth cohort studies in Uganda suggest acquisition of such protection, at least in part, prenatally [80]. While host adapted helminth infections appear to provide some levels of protection against allergy, exposure to zoonotic helminth infections such as Toxocara spp. might be a risk factor for atopic disease. Epidemiological data suggested that this risk might be associated with paternal exposure to these parasites [81].

In addition to exposure to other organisms, it is also important to be cognizant of the requirement for immune regulation for a successful pregnancy. Full term pregnancy requires the maternal endometrium to accept invasion and infiltration of the semi-allogenic fetus. This “antigenic-exposure” typically induces a type 1 immune response i.e., with an IFN gamma biased response. For the maternal immune system to accept the fetus as an allograft and not destroy it by mounting this type 1 cytotoxic response, the maternal-fetal interface suppresses potential maternal inflammatory responses [82]. Achievement of this appears to be in part at least by production of type 2 cytokines by the placenta, which counterbalances the potential pro-inflammatory effects of type 1 cytokines. Such a pro-inflammatory Type 1 response involving cytokines like IFNy and TNFα could have a range of negative effects on fetal survival, such as promoting expression of the pro-apoptotic transmembrane protein Fas and predispose trophoblast cells to apoptosis. Regulatory cytokines such as IL-10, suppress these type 1 immune effects and allied cytotoxic events such as activation of NK cells, thereby promoting successful implantation and maintenance of the trophoblast [83,84]. Studies in mice support the importance of a strong type 2 immune environment showing that feto-placental tissue spontaneously secretes type 2 and regulatory cytokines, which maintain a type 2-biased cytokine production greater than that of re-stimulated maternal splenic cells [85,86]. Thus, a normal pregnancy depends on a type 2-biased environment to avoid loss of the trophoblast. This regulatory immune imbalance that protects the fetus in utero is passed onto the fetus itself and is maintained into the neonatal period [82]. In the neonate, this maintained Th2 bias, is only recent addressed. To date preclinical work has demonstrated its contribution to the co-ordination of early-life pulmonary development [87], which possibly could be at a cost of enhanced risk of neonatal allergic disease developing [88].

5. Evidence for Transmission across Generations in Asthma and Allergic Disease in Humans

Epidemiological studies have formed an important basis for our emerging understanding of the transmission of susceptibility to health and disease across generations in humans. In the Överkalix cohort, Pembrey and colleagues [89–91] found that variation in food supply during the early life of paternal grandparents was associated with variation in mortality rate in their grandchildren. They also found striking sex-specific differences in transmissions, namely that the food supply of the paternal
grandfather was associated with the mortality rate of grandsons only, while the early life food supply of the paternal grandmother was associated with the mortality rate of granddaughters only [89–91]. This was exclusive when exposure occurred before puberty, suggesting that a reprogramming of gametes might be involved. In the UK Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents And Children (ALSPAC) cohort, a correlation of body mass index among sons, with paternal smoking was only observed when paternal smoking took place before puberty [90]. Another study based on survivors of the Dutch famine of 1944 showed differences in obesity in children born from mothers who were pregnant during the famine. Exposures during the first half of the pregnancy were associated with higher rates of obesity. This was associated with hyper methylation of the imprinted insulin-like growth factor receptor gene, pointing to the possibility that DNA-methylation might be involved [92].

In the ECRHS (European Community Respiratory Health Survey) cohort, asthmatic and allergic disease status was measured in the parent generation at three time points over twenty years. In the third study wave, parents reported on offspring allergies. Bertelsen and colleagues found stronger associations of offspring allergies with parental asthmatic and allergic disease assessed before conception as compared to after birth of the child [93]. This indicates that disease activity might induce changes that are transmissible to the next generation, possibly explained by epigenetic inheritance rather than by shared environment or genetics alone [94]. Furthermore, a study by Jogi et al. of helminths and allergies in two generations in Norway found that fathers’ Toxocara exposure was associated with daughters’ allergies, and mother’s Toxocara exposure with sons’ allergies [81]. The sex-specific pattern might be suggestive of epigenetic transmission.

With regard to respiratory health, tobacco smoke in particular has been investigated for a potential role as a transgenerational risk factor for asthma [95,96], since there are animal studies supporting multigenerational effects of nicotine exposure during gestation and lactation on lung development [47]. In human cohorts, it has been shown higher asthma risk in persons whose maternal grandmother smoked when pregnant, independent of maternal smoking [23,97–99]. Other studies have found that grandmothers’ smoking was associated with their grandchildren’s respiratory outcomes through the paternal line [21,22]. Investigating pre-conception risks in the RHINE cohort, no effect of maternal smoking prior to conception on offspring asthma could be identified in a study by Svanes et al., while an effect of smoking in pregnancy was confirmed, as in previous studies [21]. However, the father’s preconception smoking was associated with offspring asthma, and the association was particularly strong if the father had started smoking before age 15 years [21,99]. The observation in the ALSPAC study that sons of fathers who smoked before age 11 years had increased body fat also point to early puberty as an important window of susceptibility [100]. In the RhINESSA (Respiratory Health In Northern Europe, Spain and Australia)—cohort, ongoing analyses give further evidence supporting the theory that father’s early puberty might be an important susceptibility window for future offspring health. Accordini et al. showed that lung function was lower among offspring of fathers who smoked before age 15 [101]. Johannessen et al. found that the risk of asthma was higher among offspring of fathers that became overweight at voice break, while no such effect was found for mother’s overweight [20]. Lønnebotn et al. found that high pre-pubertal weight gain in fathers or in offspring themselves was associated with offspring asthma; no effect was identified for weight gain from puberty to adulthood or within adulthood [102] (Table 1).
### Table 1. Summary of intergenerational human studies related to asthma and allergy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Main Findings and Study Cohorts</th>
<th>Susceptibility Window</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accordini et al. Int J Epidemiol, 2018 [89]</td>
<td>Increased asthma risk in offspring if father smoked during early adolescence or if grandmothers or mothers smoked during pregnancy, independently. European Community Respiratory Health Survey (ECRHS).</td>
<td>Paternal puberty, Pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accordini et al. Eur Respir J, 2017 [101]</td>
<td>Lung function across three generations affected by grand-maternal and paternal smoking. ECRHS/Respiratory Health In Northern Europe Spain and Australia (RHINESSA).</td>
<td>Paternal puberty, Pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svanes et al. Int J Epidemiol, 2017 [21]</td>
<td>Non-allergic asthma in the offspring was associated with paternal smoking and welding before conception. Respiratory Health In Northern Europe (RHINE) study.</td>
<td>Paternal puberty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johannessen et al. Eur Respir J, 2017</td>
<td>Risk of asthma higher in offspring of fathers (not mothers) who became overweight at voice-break. ECRHS/RHINE/RHINESSA.</td>
<td>Paternal puberty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lønnebotn et al. Eur Respir J, 2018 [102]</td>
<td>Pre-pubertal weight gain in fathers (not mothers) or offspring themselves associated with offspring asthma. ECRHS/RHINE/RHINESSA.</td>
<td>Paternal puberty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnus et al. Thorax, 2015 [97]</td>
<td>Increased asthma risk in grandchildren caused by grand-maternal smoking during pregnancy, independent of the mother’s smoking status. Norwegian Mother and Child Cohort Study (MoBa).</td>
<td>Pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. Chest, 2005 [23]</td>
<td>Maternal and grand-maternal smoking during pregnancy may increase the risk of childhood asthma. Children’s Health study in southern California (CHS).</td>
<td>Pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertelsen et al. Clin Exp Allergy, 2017 [93]</td>
<td>Offspring asthma and hay fever more strongly associated with parental asthmatic and allergic disease measured before conception as compared to after birth of the child. ECRHS.</td>
<td>Before conception of child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jogi et al. Clin Exp Allergy, 2018 [81]</td>
<td>Parental Toxocara seropositivity was associated with allergic outcomes in their offspring but not in themselves. ECRHS/RHINESSA</td>
<td>Not applicable (NA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, human findings support the hypothesis that adolescence may be an important susceptibility window. Mechanistically, it is likely that preconception exposure effects on phenotype in later generations might be transmitted through germ cells [7]. Germ cells develop differently in males and females, which could explain the differences in effects through the maternal and paternal lines. In-utero exposure of fathers to smoking could influence primordial germ cell development [13], and a vulnerability window in pre-puberty could be related to de novo DNA methylation occurring during primordial germ cell differentiation to spermatogonia [103].

### 6. Conclusions

This review presents emerging evidence suggesting that there are important susceptibility windows long before conception, that are likely to affect the health of future generations. Intrauterine and early life has already been accepted as important susceptibility windows for environmental exposure effects on health and disease later in life. It is well documented that a mother’s environment shortly before and during pregnancy is of importance for offspring future health. For instance, both nursing and in utero maternal immune inputs have traditionally been associated with transfer of maternally derived short acting antibodies. However, recent epidemiological and experimental evidence suggests that also maternal pre-conception infection can provide a long lasting footprint on offspring immunity, and that maternal immune transfer via nursing can provide offspring with long lasting disease-specific protection. Recent research also consistently suggests that the environment of future fathers, such as cigarette smoking, is important for offspring health.
The concept of inheritable environmental risks in humans is novel, and, by its nature, difficult to study in humans where generations span decades. Recent research shows that several biological mechanisms such as DNA-methylation, histone modification or changes in non-coding RNA may transfer epigenetic information from one generation to the next. Animal models give the possibility to avoid confounding in relation to exposure, and provide insight into molecular mechanisms contributing to multigenerational transmission.

This paper reviews evidence from immunological and epigenetic research, and from human as well as animal models, supporting the hypothesis that there are susceptibility windows to health and disease before conception. Identifying such vulnerability windows in which improved health conditions may have an impact, not only on the individual health but also on several generations, provides a biological basis for sustainable preventive interventions. It is difficult to imagine a more sustainable health care concept, than intervening in specified age groups, with maximal benefits across generations. Adolescence appears to be a susceptibility window of particular importance, for own as well as offspring health—possibly as important as intrauterine life. A recent analysis showing that initiation to smoking during early adolescence is increasing in Europe is an alarming example that this age group needs more focus and higher priority. With regard to mother and child care, public health policies has reasonably successfully given priority to intervening in this key vulnerability window. With regard to early adolescence, there is a need for further research, but the existing evidence is in our view consistent enough to call for action. A change in public health policies is needed, acknowledging this age group as another key vulnerability window and allocating the required resources.

This provides a tremendous opportunity for efficient intervention with regard to improving human health. However, there is a large burden on the individual, to improve own health and now also that of future generations, through personal health achievement. Furthermore, our research usually focuses on risk factors and harm, rather than advantageous behavior and environmental factors. Our life at home, in the community and in the nation, is all part of the planetary environment guided by political and social systems [3]. The society can promote health through the built environment, school systems, pollution control, food and drug safety, health education etc. The scientific community should increase the focus on advantageous behaviors and environmental factors. It is of key importance that intervention towards better health is not a matter of personal achievement, but of the society.

We must consider the future in making our decisions about the present, when aiming for a sustainable development in health.
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